DIFFERENCES IN DISTRIBUTION IN GT-115225 GLOBAL CATALOGUE OF MARTIAN CRATERS BETWEEN SHALLOW AND DEEP CRATERS AND BETWEEN LARGE AND SMALL CRATERS.
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Summary: The new GT-115225 catalogue of Martian craters was analyzed using 1/128° MOLA data and Topography-Profile Diagrams (TPDs). The results are newly discovered differences in distribution between shallow and deep and between large and small craters.

Introduction: After the initial proposal of Contacts 1 and 2 [1], numerous findings supported the possibility that Oceanus Borealis [2] once existed on Mars, as for example work from [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8] and [9]. This is additionally supported with the changing picture of volatiles and climate during Martian history [10], influenced by recent findings such as the radar sounding evidence for buried glaciers in the southern mid-latitudes of Mars [11] and the evidence for calcium carbonate at the Mars Phoenix landing site [12]. In our previous work we: (1) showed, using the catalogue with 9496 craters, that Mathematical Theory of Stochastic Processes can be applied to lunar and planetary science and that some global process significantly influenced craters distribution [13]; (2) proposed TPDs and, using the more complete catalogue with 22044 craters, show that a correlation among elevation and the density/frequency of craters exists at lower elevations for as much as ~78% of planet’s surface [14]; (3) merged all the craters from the major currently available catalogues into the catalogue with 57633 craters [15]; and (4) developed a new crater detection algorithm to search for still uncatalogued impact-craters, and extended this catalogue by 57592 craters [16]. In this work, we will present the results of application of TPDs to this new GT-115225 catalogue.

Methods: All TPDs were applied to 1/128° MOLA data and: (1) to entire planet (gray curves in Fig. 1); and (2) when regions marked in Fig. 3. of [14] with major volcanic activities were excluded (black curves in Fig. 1). More specific to methods is as follows:

Shallow and deep craters. In this method, we classified craters as 42218 craters with \( D > 5\text{km} \) and as 73007 craters with \( D < 5\text{km} \). After that, we additionally applied: (1) the classification as shallow and deep craters; and (2) TPDs separately to each data set.

Results: As shown in Fig. 1, the correlation between elevation and the density/frequency of craters is significantly different: (1) for shallow and deep craters; as well as (2) for large and small craters.

Conclusion: As the results show, the global process which significantly influenced the distribution of craters (most likely an ancient ocean) did not have the same effect on shallow and deep craters, as well as on large and small craters. The distributions are different because: (1) deep craters are in principle younger and can be on all elevations; and (2) small craters are more common from the period after the big-bombardment. This should be able to help in constraining the time period(s) when this global process was active. For the future work, we plan to perform additional analysis of this process using TPDs and laboratory craters.

Figure 1: Topography-Profile Diagrams for new GT-115225 global catalogue of Martian craters and 1/128° MOLA data. The differences in the distribution can be noticed between: (2,3) all shallow (old) and all deep (young) craters; (2,4) all shallow and large shallow craters (first extreme); and (3,5) all deep and small deep craters (second extreme).